The think tank for
the new age

 Gaîté Lyrique

*Away
From
Keyboard

La Gaîté Lyrique
Located in the heart of
Paris and open to all, la
Gaîté Lyrique is a
multidisciplinary
cultural venue devoted
to the intersection
between the arts,
technology and society.
A witness to the hyper-connected
era in which we live, a large part of
our programming is dedicated to
post-Internet culture - the
emerging artistic practices born or
transformed by the Internet.
Key figures 2019
250k visitors
45% under 30 years old
1000 events
100 concerts
10 festivals
2 large exhibitions

32k 119k 143k

Through annual exhibitions,
conferences, screenings, concerts
and workshops, la Gaîté Lyrique
explores contemporary culture :
original and diverse music
practices; dance forms born and
spread online; mediums such as
podcasting or video games that are
subverting traditional modes of
narration; virtual and augmented
reality that transform our
perception of our surrounding
world; design that reimagines the
future; new models born out of the
blockchain; or any other artistic
forms that are shaping the world of
today.
By favouring immersion,
experimentation, storytelling,
collective experience,
entertainment and societal
engagement, la Gaîté Lyrique thus
seeks to stimulate the creativity
and imagination of all that
participate, to open up the field of
possibilities and to offer a place of
enjoyment that inspires its
audience as much as equipping
them with the means and desire to
live in the world of tomorrow.

Our aim ?
To accompany the private
sector in its adaptation to
the world of today and
tomorrow and to enable
culture and artistic creation
to be an important lever for
organisational and societal
change

[AFK] : the think tank
for the new age - via
the next generation
In a rapidly changing world (the climate emergency,
growing gender equality and social inequalities, fluid
sexual identities, technological problems and
possibilities, etc.) la Gaîté Lyrique is committed to the
construction of a desirable, inclusive and sustainable
future.
It is as a result of this that we have established “Away
From Keyboard”, the think tank that incorporates
today’s youth - aka Gen Z - and highlights the changes
they are making on our world.

YOUR AMBITION
To decipher an era which is in constant flux
To understand and adopt the codes of next generation
To use this knowledge to transform your organisation
before your competition
To embrace a more sustainable and inclusive
organisational model
To optimise your communication and marketing strategy
To create new, original and relevant brand content
To attract the talent of today and tomorrow

↧

Why [AFK] ?

[AFK] or “Away From Keyboard” is an
acronym used on the internet to mean that
you are no longer behind your screen. We
appropriated this acronym to give it new
meaning, in which we reveal the practices
of a changing era, collectively think of
desirable scenarios, produce enlightening
content, analyse trends and generate
unique encounters in real life.

↲

Youth
is just
a word
-Pierre Bourdieu

A think tank that
tackles the most
important topics of
today
WHAT IS POST INTERNET CULTURE?
HOW DO WE REGAIN PEOPLE’S ATTENTION?
WHAT IS ECO-FEMINISM?
IS INSTAGRAM BUIILT TO LAST?
CAN I RECRUIT PEOPLE USING A VIDEO GAME?
HOW DID VOGUING END UP AT L’ELYSÉE?
CAN WE BE A PERSONA NON DATA?
HOW DO WE TELL STORIES DIFFERENTLY?
THE WORLD AFTER COVID
HOW DO WE UNDERSTAND THE WORLD POST BLACK LIVES
MATTER & POST RUTH BADER GINSBURG?
ETC.

[AFK] is
A COMMUNITY

EXPERIENCES
&ENCOUNTERS

ORIGINAL
CONTENT

AN ANNUAL
PUBLIC
EVENT

A community
INTEGRATE THE AFK COMMUNITY ALONGSIDE :
SOCIALLY-RESPONSIBLE COMPANIES, NGO’S, OPINION LEADERS, WRITERS, PODCASTERS, JOURNALISTS, RESEARCHERS, FUTURISTS AND
FICTION DESIGNERS, ARCHITECTS, SOCIOLOGISTS, ARTISTS, TEENPRENEURS, PHILOSOPHERS, SCIENTISTS, TIKTOKERS AND MORE…

Myriam Levain
Cheek Magazine

Marjolaine Grondin
Jam

Elle a of
fondé
un media
Founder
a conversational
conversationnel
pour
lesolds
15-25
news app for 15-25
year

Vincent de Malherbe
Playtronica

Elle a initié
un Pure
player
féminin
Launched
a 100%
feminist
magazine
defor
la génération
the Gen Y Y

Un
collectif qui crée de la musique
Cofounder of a creative collective
grâce
au simple sens du toucher
that creates music from touch

Pauline Rieuf
PCA Stream

Dirige
la communication de l’Agence
Director of communications of a
d’architecture
et d’urbanisme
pioneering research-centred
avec unarchitectural
programmeagency
de recherche
transdisciplinaire

Thibaut de Saint Maurice & Nina Cohen
Paris Podcast Festival
Max Mollon
What if?

Fondateurs
grand podcast
rendez-vous
Foundersdu
of plus
the biggest
français
sur
le sujet
festival in
France

Spécialiste
du Design
Fiction,
Design fiction
specialist,
enseignant
à Sciences
Po
professor at
SciencesPo

Thomas Papadopoulos
Possible Future

Il a
fondé un studio d’innovation
Founder of an interdisciplinary
interdisciplinaire
innovation studio

Élise Goldfarb & Julia Layani
Elise&Julia

EllesFounders
ont créeage
à 2525ans
une
agence
of an
agency
qui
révolutionnebrand
le discours
des
revolutionising
language
&
marques,
auteures
du
podcast
authors of the podcast "Coming Out"
"coming out"

Benoît Baume
Fisheye

Il a fondé un groupe spécialisé dans
Founderlaofphotographie
a prominent photography
l’image,
et la VR
& visual image agency

Inès Seddiki
Ghett’Up

Revalorise la jeunesse des

Cyril Quenet & Camille Zonca
Label Famille

Label Famille
estofun
réseauthat
de créateurs
A network
creators
imagine qui
crée collective
des œuvres
collectives
à la croisée
works
at the intersection
of de
l’art, du
design,
conseil et
destrategy
la stratégie
art,
design,du
consulting
and

Enables the rehabilitation of young
quartiers populaires
people in difficult neighbourhoods

Thomas Mondo
Bel-Ami

Consultant de creative strategy
Creative strategy consultant for
dans les secteurs du Luxe, Beauté
luxury, beauty and lifestyle brands
et Lifestyle

Experiences
Electricity is in
the air
Learn to play music
with your body with
Playtronica, a studio
specialised in
creative
technologies, and
the invention of new
types of experiential
event.

Design Fiction
Initiation
Immerse yourself in
the future to better
understand the
present, with Max
Mollon (Sciences
Po, founder of the
Design Fiction
Club).

Encounters
Voguing Initiation
Understand how a
subculture emerges:
its history, its codes
and its
reappropriations,
with a leading figure
from the Parisian
voguing scene, Vinii
Revlon.

Has GenZ lost its sense
of humor?
Discussion with
Alexandra Profizi
(author) Niki Sheybani
(twittas), Adrien
(NdFlex)
How to reconcile GenZ
with politics?
Discussion with Stacy
Algrain (Mission Elysée),
Gaspard G (YouTuber),
Charlène Dupé (A Voté)
Metaverse: miracle or
mirage?
Discussion with
Aurélien Reynard
(Sciefish) and DavidJulien Rahmil (L’ADN).

Original content

1

public
consultation
of 600,000
young people

1

new
“editorial
object”
every year

An annual
public event
3.03.21
Les prochaines 25 années par les -25 ans
[The next 25 years told by under 25 year olds]
A selection of young pioneering talents that
reflect their generation “Gen. Z ", come to the
Gaîté Lyrique to inspire us with their outlook
on the era of today and the society of the
future.
With Charlotte Abramow, Fatima Daas,
Hugo Décrypte, Anaïde Rozam, Bilal Hassani,
and more…
twentyfive.live

Twenty five

The possibility
to co-host your
own event

↧

USE THE UNIQUE PLATFORM OF [AFK] & THE
GAITE LYRIQUE TO LAUNCH A DEBATE FOR OUR
COMMUNITY AND/OR THE WIDER PUBLIC AS
PART OF OUR 2020/21 PROGRAMME

The rules
have to be
changed -and it has
to start
today.
-Greta Thunberg

Be a part of [AFK]
Cofounder
① 1 seat on the board of AFK
② 3 invitations to 6 AFK sessions (of your choice)
③ 1 dedicated customised case study session for your team (of your
choice)
④ Co-author of the country-wide public consultation with
contribution to the selection of key questions
⑤ 1 private visit of the Gaité Lyrique’s immersive exhibition,
followed by a cocktail (for 15 people)
⑥ 10 invitations to other events at the Gaîté Lyrique (of your choice)
⑦ Official partner of the annual public event 2022 (optional)

Membre

Patron

Cofounder

Contribution

5 000€

15 000€

25 000€

Tax reduction* (60%)

3 000€

9 000€

15 000€

Monetary value of
benefits (25% max)

1 250€

3 750€

6 250€

Net contribution

750€

2 250€

3 750€

*For organisations paying tax in France

Patron
① 2 invitations to 4 AFK sessions (of your choice)
② 1 dedicated customised case study session for your team (of your
choice)
③ 5 invitations to the annual public event 2022
④ 6 invitations to other events at the Gaîté Lyrique (of your choice)
Member
① 2 invitations to 4 AFK sessions (of your choice)
② 2 invitations to the annual public event 2022
③ 4 invitations to other events at the Gaîté Lyrique (of your choice)

Our cofounders

afk@gaite-lyrique.net
+33 (0)1 53 01 52 91

La Gaîté Lyrique
Musiques & futurs alternatifs
3 bis rue Papin, 75003 Paris
Établissement culturel
de la Ville de Paris
www.gaitelyrique.net
@gaitelyrique

 Gaîté Lyrique

Contacts

